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Item 2.02 Results of Operations and Financial Condition.

On April 25, 2006, Extreme Networks, Inc. issued a press release announcing its financial results for the fiscal quarter ended April 2, 2006 and held a
conference call regarding those results.

The press release and script of the conference call relating to the financial results for the fiscal quarter ended April 2, 2006 and are attached hereto as
Exhibit 99.1 and 99.2 and incorporated herein by reference.

Item 9.01 Financial Statements and Exhibits.
 

 (d) Exhibits.
 

Exhibit No. Description
99.1  Press Release dated April 25, 2006 announcing the financial results for the fiscal quarter ended April 2, 2006.

99.2  Transcript of earnings call, held on April 25, 2006, relating to Extreme Networks’ financial results for the quarter ended April 2, 2006.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned
hereunto duly authorized.

Date: May 1, 2006
 

EXTREME NETWORKS, INC.

By:  /s/ William R. Slakey
 William R. Slakey
 Chief Financial Officer
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Exhibit 99.1

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
 
For more information, contact:   
Extreme Networks   
Investor Relations   Public Relations
408/579-3030   408/579-3483
investor_relations@extremenetworks.com   gcross@extremenetworks.com

EXTREME NETWORKS REPORTS THIRD QUARTER RESULTS

SANTA CLARA, Calif., April 25, 2006 – Extreme Networks, Inc. (Nasdaq: EXTR), the leader in open converged networks, today announced financial results
for its fiscal third quarter ended April 2, 2006.

Net revenue for the quarter was $85.5 million, compared to $91.9 million in the third quarter of fiscal 2005. Net income for the third quarter was $2.8 million, or
$0.02 per diluted share on a GAAP basis. Excluding stock-based compensation expense of $1.3 million, non-GAAP net income for the quarter was $4.2 million
or $0.03 per diluted share, compared to a net loss of ($1.2) million or ($0.01) per diluted share reported in the third fiscal quarter of 2005.

These results are in line with the preliminary results announced by the Company on April 6, 2006.

“Our improved profitability compared to last year is a bright spot in our results,” said Gordon L. Stitt, CEO of Extreme Networks. “Now, with the recent launch
of our BlackDiamond® 12K chassis and further enhancements to our ExtremeXOS™ operating system, our goal will be to balance an improved business model
with revenue growth.”

Revenues in the U.S. were $33.9 million in the quarter, representing 40 percent of total consolidated revenue, down from $40.7 million or 44.3 percent of revenue
in the same quarter a year ago. International revenues were $51.6 million or 60 percent of total revenues compared to $51.2 million or 55.7 percent of total
revenues, in the third quarter of last fiscal year.

—more—



Gross margin for the third quarter on a GAAP basis was 54.1 percent. Excluding expense for stock-based compensation of $0.2 million in the current quarter,
gross margin was 54.3 percent, an increase from 51.4 percent in the same quarter a year ago. This marks the ninth consecutive quarter in which gross margins
have increased on a year-over-year basis.

Operating expenses for the quarter, on a GAAP basis, were $44.1 million. Excluding stock-based compensation of $1.1 million in the current quarter, operating
expenses were $43.0 million or 50.3% of sales, a reduction of $3.5 million compared to $46.5 million of operating expenses, excluding the $2.0 million expense
related to a technology agreement in the same quarter a year ago.

Cash provided by operating activities during the third quarter was $3.1 million. The Company continued to execute on its $50 million share repurchase program
by repurchasing 2.8 million shares for $13.8 million, leaving cash, cash equivalents and investments at the end of the third quarter of $444.7 million. Since
announcing the program in October 2005, the Company has repurchased a total of 4.2 million shares for $20.6 million dollars.

Extreme Announces Contract to sell Santa Clara Real Estate

On April 24, 2006, Extreme announced that it has entered into a contract for the sale of its current corporate headquarters campus in Santa Clara, California at a
price of $70 million. Completion of the transaction is subject to successful re-zoning of the property for residential development. The transaction is expected to be
completed in the next 15 - 21 months. The Company intends to relocate its corporate headquarters to an improved facility in the Santa Clara area.

Quarterly Business Highlights
 

•  Extreme Networks continues to promote rapid adoption of triple play carrier and enterprise networks as a founding member of the Triple Play Alliance, an
independent global association of leading network equipment and software vendors with an interoperability test and demonstration lab near Munich,
Germany. Triple play is the ability to deliver voice, video, and data traffic for residential markets, and converged data services and hosted VoIP for business
subscribers.

—more—



•  With Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) certification of the BlackDiamond 12K, Extreme’s newest carrier switch, Extreme Networks offers a fully MEF-certified
end-to-end switching family. The 12K provides telecom carriers with Multidimensional Ethernet for delivering triple play residential services and business
Ethernet private line and private LAN services.

 

•  The UK’s Royal Botanic Gardens relies on Extreme Networks to digitally catalogue its entire extensive collection of specimens, periodical titles, prints and
drawings.

 

•  AirTight Networks, the leader in wireless perimeter security solutions, and Extreme work together to secure and optimize high performance wired and
wireless LANs with wireless intrusion prevention and performance management.

 

•  As the premier network hardware provider, Extreme Networks will power Interop Las Vegas 2006 with its BlackDiamond and Summit switches and
ExtremeXOS network operating system.

Conference Call

Extreme Networks will host a conference call to discuss these results today at 5:00 p.m. EDT (2:00 p.m. PDT), for more information visit
http://www.extremenetworks.com/aboutus/investor/ Financial information to be discussed during the conference call is posted on the Investor Relations section of
the Company’s website (www.extremenetworks.com).

Extreme Networks

Extreme Networks is a leader in open converged networks. Its innovative network architecture provides Enterprises and Metro Service Providers with the
resiliency, adaptability and simplicity required for a true converged network that supports voice, video and data, over a wired and wireless infrastructure, while
delivering high-performance and advanced security features. For more information, please visit www.extremenetworks.com



Non-GAAP Financial Measures

Extreme Networks provides all financial information required in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). In the first fiscal quarter of
2006, the Company adopted Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 123(R), which requires companies to recognize the compensation cost
associated with share-based payments in their financial statements. As a result, the financial statements for the three and nine months ended April 2, 2006 include
the new stock-based compensation expense of $1.3 million and $4.8 million, respectively; however, comparable prior year periods are not required to be restated.
Therefore, to supplement Extreme Networks’ consolidated financial statements presented in accordance with GAAP, the Company has provided non-GAAP
financial information, which is adjusted to exclude all stock-based compensation expense. This non-GAAP reporting provides for comparable financial
information and can enhance the understanding of the Company’s ongoing performance as a business. Therefore, Extreme Networks plans to use both GAAP and
non-GAAP reporting internally to evaluate and manage its operations.

# # #

Extreme Networks is a registered trademark of Extreme Networks, Inc., in the United States and other countries. All other marks are the property of their
respective holders.

This announcement contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties, including statements regarding our expectations for future operating
results. Actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a result of certain risk factors, including, but not limited
to: our effectiveness in controlling expenses, fluctuations in demand for our products and services; a highly competitive business environment for network
switching equipment; the possibility that we might experience delays in the development of new technology and products; customer response to our new
technology and product; a dependency on third parties for certain components and for the manufacturing of our products; and our ability to successfully conclude
the sale of our corporate campus. We undertake no obligation to update the forward-looking information in this release. More information about potential factors
that could affect our business and financial results is included in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, without limitation, under
the captions: “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations,” and “Risk Factors,” which is on file with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (http://www.sec.gov).



EXTREME NETWORKS, INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

(In thousands, except per-share amounts)
(Unaudited)

 
   Three Months Ended   Nine Months Ended

   
April 2,

2006   
March 27,

2005   
April 2,

2006   
March 27,

2005
Net revenues:        

Product   $ 69,148  $ 76,835  $228,063  $243,770
Service    16,302   15,073   48,096   43,525

        
 

       

Total net revenues    85,450   91,908   276,159   287,295
        

 
       

Cost of revenues:        
Product (1)    30,432   35,692   99,875   109,951
Service (1)    8,806   8,954   26,002   25,568

        
 

       

Total cost of revenues    39,238   44,646   125,877   135,519
        

 
       

Gross margin:        
Product    38,716   41,143   128,188   133,819
Service    7,496   6,119   22,094   17,957

        
 

       

Total gross margin    46,212   47,262   150,282   151,776
        

 
       

Operating expenses:        
Sales and marketing (1)    23,148   23,946   73,026   70,941
Research and development (1)    14,456   15,329   46,389   45,586
General and administrative (1)    6,505   7,254   19,732   21,918
Amortization of deferred stock compensation (1)    —     2   —     69
Technology agreement    —     2,000   —     2,000

        
 

       

Total operating expenses    44,109   48,531   139,147   140,514
        

 
       

Operating income (loss)    2,103   (1,269)  11,135   11,262
Other income, net    1,383   829   3,739   4,582

        
 

       

Income (loss) before income taxes    3,486   (440)  14,874   15,844
Provision for income taxes    645   817   2,030   3,025

        
 

       

Net income (loss)   $ 2,841  $ (1,257) $ 12,844  $ 12,819
        

 

       

Net income (loss) per share - basic   $ 0.02  $ (0.01) $ 0.11  $ 0.11
        

 

       

Net income (loss) per share - diluted   $ 0.02  $ (0.01) $ 0.10  $ 0.10
        

 

       

Shares used in per share calculation - basic    120,940   121,444   122,230   121,041
        

 

       

Shares used in per share calculation - diluted    122,818   121,444   124,050   124,211
        

 

       

____________
(1)      Includes stock-based compensation expense as follows:
        

Cost of product revenue   $ 147   —    $ 513   —  
Cost of service revenue    77   —     277   —  
Sales and marketing    500  $ 14   1,876  $ 39
Research and development    363   4   1,330   98
General and administrative    228   —     763   —  
Amortization of deferred stock compensation    —     2   —     69

        
 

       

Total stock-based compensation expense   $ 1,315  $ 20  $ 4,759  $ 206
        

 
       



EXTREME NETWORKS, INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS

(In thousands)
(Unaudited)

 

   
April 2,

2006   
July 3,
2005

Assets     
Current assets:     

Cash and cash equivalents   $ 82,696  $ 127,470
Short-term investments    312,527   127,889
Accounts receivable, net    27,490   30,778
Inventories    20,583   25,943
Prepaid expenses and other current assets    13,713   12,410

        

Total current assets    457,009   324,490

Property and equipment, net    47,801   50,438
Marketable securities    49,489   185,045
Other assets    21,859   23,641

        

Total assets   $ 576,158  $ 583,614
        

Liabilities and stockholders’ equity     
Current liabilities:     

Accounts payable   $ 21,562  $ 18,283
Deferred revenue    34,100   36,688
Accrued warranty    6,428   7,471
Convertible subordinated notes    200,000   —  
Other accrued liabilities    42,783   42,462

        

Total current liabilities    304,873   104,904

Other long-term liabilities    12,661   16,913
Deferred revenue, less current portion    9,026   13,785
Convertible subordinated notes    —     200,000

Total stockholders’ equity    249,598   248,012
        

Total liabilities and stockholders’ equity   $ 576,158  $ 583,614
        



EXTREME NETWORKS, INC.
CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

(In thousands)
(Unaudited)

 
   Nine Months Ended  

   
April 2,

2006   
March 27,

2005  
Cash flows from operating activities:    

Net income   $ 12,844  $ 12,819 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:    

Depreciation and amortization    9,141   12,605 
Provision for doubtful accounts    1,166   —   
Provision for excess and obsolete inventory    929   795 
Deferred income taxes    3   15 
Amortization of warrant    3,679   5,675 
Amortization of deferred stock compensation    —     69 
Stock-based compensation    4,728   —   
Loss on disposal of assets    —     50 
Net changes in operating assets and liabilities:    

Accounts receivable    3,533   1,422 
Inventories    4,431   2,990 
Prepaid expenses and other current and noncurrent assets    (4,542)  (10,751)
Accounts payable    3,279   3,045 
Deferred revenue    (7,347)  (4,834)
Accrued warranty    (1,044)  (424)
Other accrued liabilities    (4,173)  (3,379)

    
 

   
 

Net cash provided by operating activities    26,627   20,097 
    

 
   

 

Cash flows from investing activities:    
Capital expenditures    (6,504)  (4,647)
Purchases and maturities of investments, net    (48,383)  (13,336)

    
 

   
 

Net cash used in investing activities    (54,887)  (17,983)
    

 
   

 

Cash flows from financing activities:    
Proceeds from issuance of common stock    4,092   4,264 
Repurchase of common stock    (20,606)  —   

    
 

   
 

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities    (16,514)  4,264 
    

 
   

 

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents    (44,774)  6,378 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period    127,470   59,164 

    
 

   
 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period   $ 82,696  $ 65,542 
    

 

   

 



EXTREME NETWORKS, INC.
RECONCILIATION OF GAAP TO NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES

(In thousands, except per-share amounts)
(Unaudited)

 
   Three Months Ended   Nine Months Ended

   
April 2,

2006   
March 27,

2005   
April 2,

2006   
March 27,

2005
GAAP net income (loss)   $ 2,841  $ (1,257) $ 12,844  $ 12,819
Adjustments:        

Stock-based compensation    1,315   20   4,759   206
Income tax effect    —     —     —     —  

        
 

       

Total non-GAAP adjustments    1,315   20   4,759   206
        

 
       

Non-GAAP net income (loss)   $ 4,156  $ (1,237) $ 17,603  $ 13,025
        

 

       

Non-GAAP net income (loss) per share — basic   $ 0.03  $ (0.01) $ 0.14  $ 0.11
        

 

       

Non-GAAP net income (loss) per share — diluted   $ 0.03  $ (0.01) $ 0.14  $ 0.10
        

 

       

Shares used in per share calculation — basic    120,940   121,444   122,230   121,041
        

 

       

Shares used in per share calculation — diluted    122,818   121,444   124,050   124,211
        

 

       



Exhibit 99.2

EXTREME NETWORKS
April 25, 2006, 5:00 PM ET

 
Operator:

  

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the Extreme Networks Q3 earnings conference call. At this time, all
participants are in a listen-only mode. Following today’s presentation, instructions will be given for the question and answer
session. If anyone should require operator assistance during the conference, please press the star key followed by the zero. As a
reminder, this conference is being recorded today, Tuesday, April 25, 2006. I would now like to turn the conference over to Bill
Slakey, Chief Financial Officer with Extreme Networks. Please go ahead sir.

Bill Slakey:

  

Thank you, operator. Good afternoon everyone. On the call with me today is Gordon Stitt, President and CEO of Extreme
Networks. This afternoon we issued a press release announcing our financial results for Q3 of FY 2006. A copy of this release is
available on our website at www.extremenetworks.com. This call is being broadcast live over the Internet today and it will be
posted on our website and available for replay shortly after the conclusion of the call.

  

Let me note that some of the remarks made during this call may contain forward-looking statements about financial and business
guidance, product introductions, customer development and a prospective real estate transaction. These reflect the company’s
current judgment on these issues. Because such statements deal with future events, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that
could cause the actual results to differ materially. In addition to the factors that may be discussed during the call, all important
factors that could cause actual results to differ materially are contained in the company’s 10-Qs and 10-Ks on file with the SEC
and available on our website.

  And with that, let me turn the call over to Gordon Stitt.

Gordon Stitt:

  

Thanks, Bill. And thanks to everyone for joining us. I’ll begin this call with a summary of the financial results, review some
quarterly highlights and then spend a few minutes talking about our strategy. Bill will then follow with a detailed discussion of
our financials.

  

This quarter was a disappointment to us. Our revenue missed our internal goals and our guidance. The top line miss impacted our
bottom line masking some good progress on cost control. We’re working very hard to do better.

  

We continue to execute on our stock buy-back program and entered into a contract to sell our campus for $70 million. For the
second time, Avaya sales accounted for 10% of revenue. This includes sales through Avaya and through Avaya business partners
reflecting our strong focus on converged network sales.



 

Net revenue for the quarter was $85.5 million and net income for the quarter was $2.8 million, or $0.02 per diluted share on a
GAAP basis. Excluding stock-based compensation expense of $1.3 million, non-GAAP net income for the quarter was $4.2
million or $0.03 per diluted share. This is a decline from the $0.06 per diluted share on a non-GAAP basis in the December
quarter, but an increase on a year-over-year basis.

 

We increased gross margins during the past quarter. This marked nine consecutive quarters in which gross margins have increased
on a year-over-year basis. Our gross margins for the third quarter on a GAAP basis were 54.1 percent and excluding expense for
stock-based compensation, gross margin was 54.3 percent. This is an increase from 51.4 percent from the same quarter of last year.
Again, this was the ninth consecutive quarter of gross margin increases on a year-over-year basis.

 

During Q1, we announced a $50 million stock repurchase program and during the two quarters we have repurchased $20.6 million
in stock so we are executing to our internal plan and will continue to do so going forward. Bill will go into a little more detail a
little later.

 

Let me talk about some operational actions first. During the previous quarter, we executed on a number of plans to improve our top
line performance, particularly in the US. We began recruiting last quarter to increase our sales head count but did not meet our
internal goals.

 

We believe that incremental revenue opportunities are available with better sales coverage and we have stepped up our efforts
considerably. We now have dedicated recruiters focused on growing our sales organization and we expect to meet our hiring goals
this quarter.

 

During Q2, we re-engineered our US channels program and began recruiting both data-centric and converged resellers. This new
reinvigorated program is taking hold and we’re getting excellent reviews from our reseller base. We’re hitting our goals for
channel recruitment and hitting our goals for reseller certification and training.

 

As we move forward through this calendar year, we expect to see increased leverage and more significant contributions from our
channels in North America.

 

We are currently recruiting a vice president of sales for the Americas and expect to make an appointment before the end of the
quarter.

 

So, that’s a brief review of the tactics that we are executing in our field organization to get the revenue line growing. Clearly, to
reignite the growth of our company it will take more than adding sales people. In this market, we have to meet customers’ needs
and provide a future vision that the market embraces. This combination will drive our growth.



 

At this point, I’d like to review our strategy for going forward, talk about our vision and some upcoming events that we expect that
will play a role in re-energizing Extreme.

 First let me address customer needs and talk in reference to our two key markets, Metro Ethernet and Large Enterprise.

 

First, a few comments about Metro Ethernet. I will keep my comments relatively brief as we talked about this extensively at our
analyst meeting in February. The Metro Ethernet market is entering its second phase. The first phase, in which we were very
successful, can be characterized as an IP-centric, high-performance, low-cost business network. The builders of Metro Ethernet
networks addressed business customers with the promise of much higher performance than could be achieved with traditional
TDM technologies or voice over TDM technologies.

 

The flexibility of Ethernet allowed carriers to build out networks very quickly and deliver what we call Ethernet economics. It is
very low cost of capital and very low cost of operations that allows for break-through bandwidth pricing. The strength of Ethernet
is the economics. The limitation is the ability to deliver deterministic services that legacy voice technologies such as Sonet deliver.
Extreme has developed extensive QoS capabilities early in the market cycle to overcome this limitation. This allowed our
customers to deliver better than “best efforts” Ethernet service and to capture more customers. During this phase of the market,
there was tremendous growth as carriers captured those business customers that were focused on economics and performance.

 

That market has been running strong for five years now and has been very successful for us. But the market is changing and we are
poised at the start of a new growth cycle that we believe will begin during the latter part of this calendar year, perhaps early next.

 

To capture the broader metro market, Ethernet technology must provide the scale, the subscriber management and the broad range
of services that traditional TDM or IP over TDM technologies have provided. The market itself is ready itself for Ethernet
economics.

 

Over the last five years, we’ve developed a deep understanding of Metro Ethernet requirements and put that customer knowledge
together with our technology teams to come up with what we call “Multi-Dimensional Ethernet.” This service layer that we build
on top of Ethernet economics allows carriers to deliver a broad range of services - including voice - to both residential and business
customers. To do this requires several technologies and solution sets. To deliver voice, a very fine-grained traffic management is
required and to deliver residential services requires subscriber management and dramatic scale. Again, we talked about this quite a
bit at our analyst conference in February so I won’t repeat the discussion of technology here.



 

Our first multi-dimensional Ethernet product, the BlackDiamond 12K which was code-named Olympic, was delivered to
customers during March, on time, I might add. We had extensive trials that began last year and we were able to recognize revenue
from some of those customers during the quarter. This is our first product in this new category and brings a rich set of capabilities
to the market. Capabilities that our competitors can’t match. We are excited about this opportunity and will continue to invest in
meeting the needs of this next generation of Metro Ethernet roll outs.

 

A larger part of our business is Enterprise, specifically large and mid-size enterprise customers across a fairly broad range of
industries. It is clear from enterprise customers, either through our direct experience, or through consolidated information from
market research firms, that there are two topics that are top of mind for enterprises in their consideration of network requirements:
convergence and security.

 

Let’s talk about convergence first. In the near term, convergence means Voice-over IP support and we have a broad set of
initiatives to offer best in class voice-over IP.

 

On the technology and product side, our switching platforms have extensive QoS support, which is a baseline requirement for
voice-over IP. QoS, Quality of Service, is one of our core competencies. It is an area where we’ve been investing for ten years now
and an area where we have extensive intellectual property.

 

The other area that we’ve been investing in is high availability solutions. Converged networks require a higher level of network
reliability, referred to as availability, than do traditional data networks. A blip in network availability of only a few seconds can
have a major impact on a voice call but would be relative minor in a pure data network. Now, we’ve developed hardware and
software solutions that deliver high availability, but we’ve also developed network protocols that keep the network running when
failures do happen. One of these protocols, EAPS, which is an acronym for Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching, is widely
deployed and delivers high availability with response times similar to that of traditional TDM telephony networks. EAPS is a key
differentiator for us in this market place and one of the technologies that we deploy to deliver high availability.

 

Now, our strategic partnership with Avaya puts us in a unique position to deliver our technology to the market and through our
joint development provides unique capabilities that ease the installation, deployment and maintenance of these systems. This
quarter, 10 percent of our revenue came through Avaya channels, the second quarter that this has occurred.



 

We have joined together with many customers to provide an open approach for delivery of voice-over IP. The open approach that
we provide gives customers choices and it’s in stark contrast to Cisco’s proprietary single-vendor approach.

 

Next week at the Interop show in Las Vegas, I will have the privilege of sharing the podium with Don Peterson, CEO of Avaya, at
our joint keynote address where we will discuss our open approach to converged networks.

 

Also, at Interop, Extreme and Avaya will be providing the converged infrastructure for the show. We will be highlighting some of
the jointly developed technologies in the Interop ShowNet Operations Center. These products provide a simple way to effectively
manage large scale converged networks.

 

Also, later this year, we will be providing a network infrastructure for the FIFA World Cup in Europe of which Avaya is an official
sponsor. This will be the largest converged communications network ever built for a sporting event with over 30,000 devices
connected and will provide voice and data for press, teams and event participants.

 

Overall, I’m very happy with our ability to deliver best-in-class converged solutions to enterprise customers throughout our
addressed markets.

 

The second area of critical requirements in enterprise is in security. You all know that this has been a very robust market for the
last several years with a number of companies achieving dramatic success in this dynamic, growing market. It is also a complex
market with a number of different strategies being proposed by different users and by different vendors.

 

This market represents challenges and significant opportunities. Our approach is to study this market and determine how we can
add significant value to customers while leveraging our core technology strengths to offer unique solutions. Let me be clear, we
don’t have any intention to take on incumbent point products or solutions - those problems have been solved. What we are doing is
embedding security in the network and finding ways to provide strong solutions by leveraging the network infrastructure.

 

One example of our core technology is called CLEARflow. CLEARflow is an ASIC-based programmable security rules engine
that is built into our network core products. Because CLEARflow is ASIC-based, it operates at full 10 gigabit per second speeds,
making it very high performance and suitable for use even in the largest networks.

 

CLEARflow is a tool, an underpinning technology for the delivery of embedded network security. It allows security to be delivered
on every port of the switch as opposed to the inline model that the rest of the industry uses.



 

Now let me explain this. Traditional security solutions are placed in-line –that is, between two network elements and they secure
that network connection and only that network connection. Our switch-based embedded security is actually in the switch so it can
protect all network connections that are connected to that switch. The programming that we provide for CLEARflow is done in
conjunction with the security appliance, something we call a Virtual Security Resource, or VSR. The VSR can be connected
anywhere on the network. It automatically programs CLEARflow and provides advanced analysis capabilities. This network
model, a switch with embedded security combined with a VSR, is our strategy to deliver security in differentiated fashion.

 

Last year, we introduced our first VSR under the Extreme brand, the Sentriant. You can expect us to introduce additional security
products during this year that provide additional VSRs that can deal with new security threats. This model will allow us to
continually evolve our security solutions through new products but also and perhaps more importantly, through partnerships.

 

The exciting part of the VSR model is that we at Extreme don’t need to design and build the VSRs. We provide an open interface
into CLEARflow and through that, work with partners to allow them to provide VSRs that embed their security solutions into the
network. This is a very powerful model and is something that is unique in the industry. The concept of openness and the ability to
truly integrate a broad range of security solutions gives customers choices.

 

So, we’ve talked about the Metro Ethernet market entering its next phase of growth and how we are well-positioned. We talked
about our enterprise business and how we have unique solutions for conversions. And we just talked about security and our unique
approach to build security into the network with partners. It’s a pretty broad agenda and how do we plan to do this? And most
importantly, how can we provide unique benefits to our customers and to the market that will help us grow our business?

 

The answer to this lies in our core technology investments and how those core investments put us in position to capitalize on where
the market is going. Both of our primary markets, Metro Ethernet and large/mid-sized enterprise are moving toward intelligent
networks.

 

As we discussed in Metro Ethernet, it’s about delivering services to residential and business customers and about customization of
those services. To do this, the network has to be smarter in understanding the traffic that is being carried and being able to act on
that. In the enterprise, two key trends, voice-over IP and security, also rely on increased intelligence in the network. Voice-over IP
needs the intelligence to ensure that conversations are not disrupted. Security needs to have traffic that can



 

be inspected, authenticated and ultimately directed. All this required intelligence relies on an integrated network core and network
edge, and most importantly on software, which highlights the importance of our most important investment, specifically our
investment in our Extreme XOS, our modular operating system.

 

I’d like to spend a couple of minutes talking about the history of XOS, where it started and how we have invested in the last four
years, how we have increased the capabilities and where this technology will take us in the future. I’ll also address how we are
uniquely positioned.

 

We introduced XOS in late 2003 in our BlackDiamond 10K core switch. At that time, it was the first Linux-based networking
operating system for enterprises. The Linux foundation allowed us to build in many capabilities, the first of which was high
availability. Work actually began in late 2000, when we first started developing XOS by rewriting and importing ExtremeWare, our
initial network operating system to Linux. We restructured the code for high availability and then chose a platform that could
extend that high availability.

 

In 2004, we opened up XOS by announcing Open-XML interfaces. This invention provided the foundation to have the network
inter-operate with other devices and with applications. By adding XML interfaces, developers could develop products, whether
they be appliances such as security appliances, or software such as network monitors that could interact with the network, and
provide intelligence and provide that intelligence over an open interface that would encourage innovation. So, first we developed
high availability in the platform. Then we opened the interfaces with XML.

 

In 2005, we delivered the first two integrated applications. First, was jointly developed with Avaya, and that’s called CNA, or
Converged Network Analyzer. CNA provides embedded virtualized analysis of the ability of the network to carry and route voice
calls. You can see CNA demo’d in Interop.

 

Second application was our Sentriant VSR. Now, I talked earlier about VSRs, how VSRs utilize security in the switch to provide a
network-wide solution. Now we’re in 2006 and we’ve built a foundation. We have high availability, open interfaces and two
applications. Let’s call these two applications proofs of concept. And we’ve been out showing the industry what can be done with
this platform and this year, in 2006, you will see us announce a series of partnerships with other companies, all innovators in their
respective product categories, that have developed solutions that link with XOS and build upon the foundation that we’re
delivering. This series of integrated solutions will dramatically increase the intelligence in the network and position us to meet the
evolving needs in metro, convergence and security.



 

So, why do customers care and how will this drive growth? Because customers want choices. They want solutions that are
integrated, that meet their needs today. Most importantly, they want intelligence in the network and a simple way of managing that
intelligence. They also want functions, want solutions that are flexible, that give them choices and will evolve with them. We are in
a unique position to accomplish that. We’ve spent the last several years putting the foundation together and this is the year that
we’ll deliver solutions.

 

So, that is our vision: an intelligent network, one running a consistent open operating system that provides the foundation for
delivery of evolving network services.

 

Now I would like to conclude my comments with the review of some of our many customers that rely on our open approach to
converge networks to run their businesses.

 

First of all, the Rocky Mountain Clothing Company, a Western wear apparel maker with a rich 85-year history, selected an all-
Extreme infrastructure to enhance its business. The company sought an entirely new network that supports converged voice, video
for its collaboration applications and support of a much faster information uptake from its thousands of retail partners. Extreme
was chosen over Cisco Systems based on our high availability, ease of management and wire-speed performance. Just as
importantly, the Extreme open infrastructure approach gave Rocky Mountain Clothing flexibility to choose an IP Telephony
vendor that suits them best.

 

Our converged network and wireless LAN solutions are also key to allowing customers to innovate and support rich
communications environments. For example, in healthcare, Extreme and our partner Avaya, have built a fully revitalized network
and IP telephony system for the Angleton Danbury Medical Center just outside of Houston, Texas. This medical facility made an
ambitious upgrade to support wireless technology with our Summit WM solution and a new wired network that is both reliable and
resilient for voice and data. They now have wireless throughout all of their buildings, working to improve bedside patient care,
optimize daily business operations and support dynamic healthcare applications, such as electronic charting, a PACS imaging
system, wireless voice and Telemedicine featuring full duplex video.

 

In Georgia, The Faus Group, a leading manufacturer and distributor of high-quality flooring, selected Extreme for a new wireless
LAN implementation as well as a converged Voice network throughout its facilities. The Wireless network covers 100,000 square
foot facility providing consistent connectivity that saves time and costs. The Extreme solution delivers secure connectivity and one
network for both wired and wireless.



  

Education continues to be a strong user of Extreme’s high performance technology to support education applications as well as
voice and video. Some recent wins are highlighted with Gardner Webb University in North Carolina, Kansas State University, the
University California at San Francisco, the Hamilton Wentworth School District of Ontario, Canada and the Panama Buena
School district in southern California.

  

As I mentioned earlier, we launched a technology platform called “Multi-Dimensional Ethernet” in early last quarter. This greatly
improves the Carrier’s ability to offer advanced services, utilize standards-based Ethernet to scale VPNs and to direct subscribers
to a variety of different content networks. Multidimensional Ethernet allows residential Triple Play and business LAN services to
be offered on the same network in a low-cost and scalable deployment. Early deployments of Multidimensional Ethernet on our
new carrier switch, the BlackDiamond 12K, have been promising, include ten customers, highlighted with Wilhelm Tel of
Germany, which is rolling IPTV to new residential markets.

  And with that, I’ll turn things over to Bill.

Bill Slakey:
  

Thank you, Gordon. I’m going to briefly review our financial results for the quarter and then provide you with some information
regarding our outlook for Q4.

  

The results we are announcing this afternoon are at the high end of the range we laid out in our preliminary results which were
released on April 6. This was a quarter in which we once again improved on our year-over-year profitability both in dollar and
percentage terms and I think it’s fair to say we’ve have improved our business model a great deal over the past year.

  

We saw brisk revenue growth in European operations and in some parts of Asia. We also saw signs of improvement in the US
with revenues up 6 percent sequentially. At the same time, our results in the US and Japan were ultimately below our plans
entering the quarter. As Gordon has discussed, we’ve already taken several steps to improve business in both areas.

  

On the balance sheet, cash generated from operations was in line with profitability and we continued our $50 million share re-
purchase program. We have now re-purchased 3.4 percent of the shares that were outstanding when we announced the program in
October.

  

Now, turning to revenues, revenue for the quarter was $85.5 million consisting of $69.2 million in product revenue and $16.3
million in service revenue. Our book to build was below 1:1. Service revenues were up 8 percent compared to the year-ago
quarter and up 3 percent sequentially. Product revenue decreased 10 percent sequentially and year-over-year.



 

Shipment of modular products represented 45 percent of sales with stackable products representing 55 percent. This is consistent
with the mix in Q2. The split of Enterprise sales and service provider sales was 75 percent to 25 percent, similar to Q2 and
generally consistent with our typical mix. XOS-based products continued to increase as a percentage of our total revenues. All told,
sales of XOS-based products represented 30 percent of product bookings, up from 25 percent of total bookings in the second
quarter.

 

We did ship the BlackDiamond 12K units for revenue during the quarter, and we saw solid contributions from the BlackDiamond
10K and our XOS-based stackables as well. Sales of some of our older chassis and stackable products declined, which is consistent
with a shift towards newer products. New bookings for PoE ports were up sequentially. We saw a solid increase in the sale of PoE
blades for the BlackDiamond 8800. New bookings of PoE ports represented more than 10 percent of our total port bookings. We
expect PoE ports to continue on a growth trajectory driven by demand for IP Telephony and wireless.

 

Booking through our Avaya channels, both direct and resellers, increased sequentially and were approximately 10 percent of total
product bookings. This was a solid rebound off a seasonally slow quarter for Avaya sales in December. Avaya revenues were up
sequentially in the US, in EMEA and in Asia, and in total were up more than 25 percent compared to Q3 a year ago.

 

Looking at revenues geographically, in EMEA, our European operations which include the Middle East and Africa, our revenues
were $33.5 million for the quarter, up a very good 22 percent compared to the same quarter a year ago and up 7 percent
sequentially in what is typically a down quarter. During the quarter, we saw strong growth in Germany, Eastern Europe and France
in particular. Our performance in Europe has been very good through the fiscal year with sales up 15 percent on the year-to-date
basis.

 

Revenues in Japan were $7.7 million, down from $11 million sequentially. This was a disappointing result after two consecutive
quarters of flat-to-up revenues. We’re working to expand our enterprise channel in Japan and we anticipate adding new channel
partners shortly. In addition, the BlackDiamond 12K is in testing with a number of Japanese carrier customers.

 

Looking at Asia outside of Japan, revenues were $9.3 million, down, as expected, from an unusually high $16.6 million in the
December quarter. Revenues in Asia are lumpy for us from quarter to quarter as a result of high contribution from the service
provider business and high concentration of larger enterprise customers, but on a year-to-date basis, revenues in Asia Pacific are up
21 percent compared to last fiscal year.



  

In the US, revenues were $33.9 million, up 6 percent from $31.9 million in the December quarter. While these revenues were
lower than we had anticipated, we did see some encouraging signs during the quarter, including response to our channel program
changes and increased sales through our Avaya channel partners. Gordon has taken you through the steps we’re taking to address
our revenue growth in the US. Combined with a usually positive impact from seasonality in June, we’re optimistic that the table
is set for a better result in the coming quarter.

  

The cost of goods and operating expense figures in comparisons I’ll now be discussing as I turn to costs and expenses will not
include stock-based compensation expenses. These expenses added $1.3 million to our total costs for the quarter. For those of you
who want to note it in your model, the breakout of these expenses by P&L line item in the quarter was as follows: $147,000
increase to product costs, $77,000 increase to service costs, $500,000 increase to sales and marketing expense, $363,000 increase
to R&D expense and a $228,000 increase to G&A expense. This breakout is also included in table form in our press release.

  

Looking at gross margins: Total gross margins as a percentage of sales were 54.3 percent. This was down from 55 percent
sequentially and up from 51.4 percent in the third quarter a year ago. Product gross margins were 56.2 percent compared to 56.7
percent in the December quarter and 53.5 percent in the year ago quarter. Product margins are down sequentially due primarily to
lower volume. They are up on a year-over-year basis primarily as a result of lower overhead costs and per unit product costs.

  

Service gross margins were 46.5 percent compared to 46.8 percent in the December quarter and 40.6 percent in the same period a
year ago. Service gross margins are up on a year-over-year basis as a result of lower return rates, lower per unit repair costs and
better pricing. Service margins are down slightly sequentially as a result of costs incurred to comply with upcoming
environmental regulations in Europe.

  

At 54.3 percent total gross margins, we are operating in the target range of gross margins that we had previously laid out for
investors. We do believe that gross margins on both products and services can continue to improve over time through a
combination of higher revenue, operational improvement and new product sales. That said, given the number of pricing, mix,
cost and volume variables involved, we do not expect gross margins will improve lock step each and every quarter.

  

Turning to operating expenses, sales and marketing, R&D and G&A expenses for the quarter were $43 million, not including
stock-based compensation. This was down from $44.4 million sequentially and from $46.5 million in Q3 a year ago. Sales and
marketing expenses declined by $800,000 sequentially primarily as a result of lower compensation costs. R&D expenses declined
by $1.1 million due primarily to lower engineering project related expenses.



 

Compared to Q3 of last year, sales and marketing, R&D and G&A expenses are down $3.5 million. Expenses in the year ago
quarter include higher engineering project costs, higher R&D costs associated with the amortization of warrants related to the
Avaya agreement, higher R&D and sales costs related to the introduction of the BlackDiamond 8800 and higher G&A expenses
related to legal activities and Sarbanes-Oxley compliance.

 

Also included in total operating expenses in Q3 a year ago was a $2 million expense related to a technology agreement signed
during that quarter. Including that cost, total operating expenses are down $5.5 million from a year ago.

 

Head count at quarter end stood at 820, down from 835 at the end of December quarter. Headcount was lower in manufacturing
operations and in some G&A areas.

 

Looking at net income: In Q3 on a GAAP basis, we reported operating profits of $2.1 million. Adding in $1.4 million in net other
income, results in a profit before tax of $3.5 million, and a profit after tax of $2.8 million or $0.02 per share on a diluted EPS basis.
On a non-GAAP basis, excluding $1.3 million in stock-based compensation, operating profitability was $3.4 million or 4 percent
of sales. Profit after tax was $4.2 million or $0.03 per share on a diluted basis. This was up from a loss of $1.2 million or a loss of
($0.01) per share in the third quarter a year ago as better gross margins and lower expenses in the current quarter offset the impact
of lower revenues compared to Q3 a year ago. The tax rate for the quarter was 19 percent. Total shares used to calculate diluted
EPS in the current quarter was 122.8 million. Total shares outstanding at quarter end were 119.8 million, down 2.5 million from the
end of the December quarter.

 

Looking at the balance sheet: Cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments in marketable securities on April 2nd totaled
$444.7 million, down $11.6 million sequentially.

 

Cash flow from operations during the quarter was $3.1 million. Net inventory at quarter end was $20.6 million, down slightly from
the end of Q2. Inventory turns stood at 8 for the quarter, in line with the December quarter. Accounts receivable were $27.5
million, down from $33.6 million sequentially. DSOs at quarter-end stood at 30 days, down from 33 days at the end of Q2.
Accounts payable were $21.6 million, down slightly sequentially.

 

Current deferred revenue was down $3.4 million in the quarter. This is due primarily to the seasonal pattern in our service
bookings which are



  

typically down in Q3 because customers prefer to arrange annual renewal dates that fall in the December and June quarters,
rather than March. This coincides with customer fiscal year-ends.

  

During the quarter, we used $13.8 million to repurchase 2.8 million shares, reflecting a pace that was generally in line with our
previous stated goal of completing our $50 million program within a 12-month period. To date, we’ve used $20.6 million to
repurchase 4.2 million shares since the beginning of the program.

  

Some other items to note: depreciation and amortization for the quarter was $4 million and capital expenditures for the quarter
were $2.9 million.

  

Of note relating to the balance sheet, yesterday we announced that we had signed an agreement to sell our real estate in Santa
Clara for a price of $70 million. The sale is contingent on successful rezoning of the property for residential development. We
anticipate that process will take 15-21 months and that the sale will be completed at the end of that time. We anticipate moving to
a new facility in the Santa Clara area in calendar year 2007.

  

Some notes on the sale: We will receive the purchase price when the sale is complete. The book value of the campus and
equipment that will be left in the buildings is between $35 million and $40 million, depending upon final decisions on equipment
that will be made at the time we relocate. We anticipate that previous net operating losses will be used to offset taxes due, if any,
on the sale of the campus.

  

Turning now to Q4: Given our recent results relative to our own expectations, we’ve decided to suspend offering specific
financial guidance for upcoming quarters. Instead, we will offer some thoughts on issues or trends that could affect our financial
performance positively or negatively in the coming months.

  

Looking first at revenues: On the plus side, the June quarter is typically a seasonally a strong quarter for us. Many of our state
and local government and educational customers have fiscal year-ends which can lead to more spending decisions. It is also our
fourth fiscal quarter which has a positive impact on our sales teams. Our product line will be improved with the BlackDiamond
12K product being available in both the carrier configuration that was introduced last quarter and an enterprise configuration.

  

On the revenue risk side, as Gordon mentioned, our plans include hiring a number of new sales people. The rate at which we are
able to get these people on board and productive will be an important gating item to our success.



  

On gross margins: On the plus side, were revenues to improve this quarter, the incremental volume would be a positive for both
our product and services gross margin. At the same time, on the product side, we will be seeing some incremental costs
associated with the early ramp of the BlackDiamond 12K production, and on the services side, we will see some incremental
costs associated with upcoming environmental regulations.

  

On operating expenses: We’ve done a very solid job in controlling expenses over the last nine months. However, we believe
additional sales headcount in marketing expenses will play an important part in increasing our revenues in returning the positive
year-over-year revenues comparison, particularly in the US. We will also continue to drive our XOS-based new product cycle,
which is likely to increase R&D spending slightly as well.

  

We have previously laid out a target operating model of 54 to 57 percent gross margins and operating expenses in the range of
$44 to $46 million quarterly. While that remains a target for us, there will be quarters in which we operate above or below those
ranges as a result of near-term opportunities or near-term issues.

  

As for the balance sheet, we will continue to monitor our balance sheet metrics, which I believe are generally very good relative
to our peers in the industry and we expect to continue our share re-purchase program.

  

As always, I will note that there are risks associated with our business. Investors should note that our quarters are back-ended
loaded with approximately 50 percent of our business done in the last month of the quarter, so it is fair to say our visibility can be
limited. And it is still a case where one or two large deals a quarter can make the difference between sequentially up or
sequentially down revenue.

  And with that, let me turn the call back over to Gordon.

Gordon Stitt:

  

Thanks, Bill. To conclude, I want to thank our team of very dedicated employees here for their very hard work in the last quarter
and I’m particularly proud of the team delivering our new carrier platform Olympic, the BlackDiamond 12K, on time with a very,
very successful launch. And with that, I’d like to open the call to questions.

Operator:

  

Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, at this time we will begin the question and answer session. If you have a question, please press
the star key followed by the one on your push-button phone. If you would like to decline from the polling process, please press
the star key followed by the two. You will hear a three-tone prompt acknowledging your selection. Your questions will be polled
in the order in which they are received. If you are using speaker equipment, you may need to lift the handset before pressing
those numbers. And our first question comes from Mark Sue with RBC Capital Markets. Please go ahead.



Jennifer Tennenbaum:

  

Yes, hi. This is actually Jennifer Tennenbaum dialing in for Mark. A couple of questions, if I could. First, could you talk about
trends in North America, what you’re seeing on the enterprise side and the federal government, and also can you talk about what
you missed in Japan. Was there not enough of a fiscal year spending flush?

Gordon Stitt:

  

Hi, Jennifer. This is Gordon. On Japan, you know there’s not been a big year-end flush actually for some time. We used to see
that when the government was pumping a lot of money into the market, particularly into the universities giving them end-of-year
money to spend. But we’ve recently, and I say recently in the last couple of years, we’ve seen a more conservative approach.

  

On the North American markets, we were disappointed by our federal performance, but as I mentioned last quarter, we did
appoint a new leader there and to build up that pipeline, we expect would take more than one or two quarters.

Jennifer Tennenbaum:
  

And then could you just talk about what you’re seeing in terms of competition? Any changes there? And just the pricing
environment?

Gordon Stitt:
  

No major changes in competition and no major adjustments in pricing. I think, you know our issue is primarily one of coverage
right now and we hope to remedy that.

Jennifer Tennenbaum:   And could you just repeat the share repurchase numbers? I missed that. At what you did for the quarter—

Gordon Stitt:   Yes, just a minute. Bill’s looking at it. It was $13.8 million year-to-date. Right?

Bill Slakey:
  

$13.8 million during the quarter to repurchase 2.8 million shares, and program to date: $20.6 million to repurchase 4.2 million
shares.

Jennifer Tennenbaum:   Thank you very much.

Bill Slakey:   Thank you. Next question, please.

Operator:   Our next question comes from Alex Henderson with Citigroup. Please go ahead.

Alex Henderson:
  

Hey guys. I’ve got a couple of questions for you. The first one is you’ve been talking about your open system architecture now
for quite awhile. You’ve had a program with Avaya where they’ve utilize the open



  

architecture for quite awhile. Yet, you seemingly haven’t really announced a lot of adoption of other companies taking advantage
of that technology and getting to the point where people are actually utilizing that to drive your strategy. Without that, one has to
wonder if you can actually drive a competitive edge in the marketplace without somebody actually stepping up to the plate and
taking advantage of the open system characteristic. That is I think at the heart of what you are trying to do. Where are we on that?
Can you give us some updates on when we might see some meaningful announcements on that front beyond the Avaya and the
one security product that you got out today?

Bill Slakey:

  

Yes. And as I mentioned, Alex, we expect to make some announcements over the next several quarters during this calendar year.
Most of these relationships take some time to form. The Avaya relationship itself we spent well over a year developing before we
made that announcement. And as I lined out in my outline of my formal comments, you know there’ve been various stages we’ve
gone through in terms of proof of concept. This is a unique approach and it took quite awhile to develop and to really figure out
how to build these open interfaces such that they were usable by others and also such that we could support it.

  

So, I view the two that we introduced last year, that is Avaya and our Sentriant product as I mentioned, as proofs of concept. You
know, we have been working for quite some time with a series of companies to develop additional products and we’ll announce
those as soon as we are able.

Alex Henderson:
  

Can you at least give us some sense as to how many companies are working with you and what the scale of those companies are
to whether it is a meaningful number so we can judge whether it is meaningful or not?

Bill Slakey:

  

Yes, I’m not comfortable saying how many are in the pipeline just because I don’t know how long it will take to announce but I
would say that there are both large companies as well as smaller, innovative companies. So, it’s a pretty interesting mix of
established large companies, public companies and some smaller private companies.

Alex Henderson:

  

Second question is on the sales force, cannibalization of your sales force by people leaving or being picked off by other
competitors or other industries obviously is part of the contributing problem here. Can you give us some scaling of how much of
an issue that is? What number of people left? How many people need to be replaced to be net flat, and what you’re modeling
relative to any further potential erosion on that front so we can get a sense of how much work it is just to stand still?

Gordon Stitt:

  

I’m not comfortable going into too many details there. You know, sales reps do move around in our industry not only from
Extreme but to Extreme. What our goal is this quarter is to end up this quarter with more heads than we ended last quarter. A net
increase.



Alex Henderson:

  

Okay. You made the comment that a big part of the potential for improving sales sequentially is hiring sales people. I guess I’m a
little confused by that. Wouldn’t you require them to be on board for a couple of quarters for them to really produce any
meaningful improvement in revenues or contribute? I assume the sales cycle is still three to six months.

Gordon Stitt:
  

Yes, that depends of whether we are opening a new territory, which does take longer, or whether we’re putting somebody into an
existing territory with existing pipelines and being better able to service that pipeline.

Alex Henderson:
  

And one last question. On the book to bill front, is it reasonable to think that you’re going to try to get your book to bill back
above one, you’re running below one in the quarter but presumably that’s part of the exercise?

Bill Slakey:   Alex, yes, the goal would be to run with book to build above one on a consistent basis.

Alex Henderson:   Thanks.

Bill Slakey:   Thank you.

Operator:   Thank you. Our next question comes from Samuel Wilson with JMP Securities. Please go ahead.

Samuel Wilson:

  

Good afternoon, gentlemen. A little bit of a follow-up question to Alex’s but could you give us some sense quantitatively kind of
the number of quota-carrying sales people you had at the end of last quarter, at the end of this quarter, and what you hope to
achieve over the next quarter?

Bill Slakey:

  

Yes, Sam, we don’t want to get into that specific but general speaking, the number of quota-carrying sales reps was about flat
sequentially and we had hoped to have more on board at that point. So that was part of the issue and I won’t go into precisely,
you know, what it was: was it flat or up a bit or down a bit down.

Samuel Wilson:   That’s fine, Bill. But, I mean, in general what are you trying to grow? Are you trying to grow it 50 percent, 10 percent?

Bill Slakey:
  

No, it’s something near – on a year-over-year basis or looking out over the next twelve months or so – it’s something nearer 10-
20 than to 50.

Samuel Wilson:

  

Got it. Okay. And then maybe this is a good question for Gordon, but can you talk a little bit more in depth about Japan. In Japan,
the business fell off. Is that still kind of going through the service provider issues? Is spending tailing off there, and the enterprise
not ramping yet? And then on the US, you’ve made a number of changes to your channel programs.



  

Do you think the issue with the quarters here was simply that those haven’t had a chance to work yet or do you think there may
be some more tweaking required?

Gordon Stitt:

  

Bill, in reverse order, on the channel programs, we’ve been tracking that very closely over the last several months and all the
signs are pointing in the right direction. I don’t think it’s showing up in a big way in the numbers yet but everything is positive
and we see channel partners, new channel partners coming into the fold and we see productivity going up and we have better
visibility into their pipelines now so all those signs are positive. I think it’s just a matter of timing on that one.

  

On Japan, I would generally agree with your remarks that the softness we saw is due to two factors. One is just the lumpiness of
carrier spending that we’ve seen and also just not doing as well in enterprise there as we’d hoped.

Samuel Wilson:   Thank you very much, gentlemen.

Gordon Stitt:   Thank you, Sam.

Operator:   Thank you. The next question comes from Subu Subrahmanyan with Sanders Morris. Please go ahead.

Subu Subrahmanyan:

  

Thank you. My question is on the outlook. I know that you’re not providing specific guidance but is it reasonable to assume that
the kind of things going on in your plan, you should see some sort of improvement next quarter especially given the issues you
talked about and then in the near-term should we see opex go towards the higher end of the range of what you’ve talked about
traditionally because of these hirings that you’re doing?

Bill Slakey:

  

Okay, Subu, we’re going to specifically not give the specific numeric guidance that you mentioned typically in this quarter, this
would be an up quarter for us but we are going to leave it to individuals to determine whether they think that will be the case this
quarter and if so, by how much? We aren’t going to go into any specifics there.

  

On operating expenses, I thing that some of the things that I outlined there were places that I think where spending a little bit
more money would benefit the top line and ultimately benefit the bottom line. But again, I’m not going to go into specific targets
on spending for this quarter or outlooks beyond that.

Subu Subrahmanyan:

  

Understood. And then just on the sales side, I know that there’s a lot of different kinds of things going on in the market. But
between two or three quarters ago and March, can you just talk about what changed in terms of the sales environment or what
necessitated a change as revenues were closer to a $100 million probably 4 or 5 quarters to go and have declined. Could you just
talk of what the changes were in terms of the environment?



Gordon Stitt:

  

Subu, this is Gordon. I’m not sure I can address that in a short answer other then the general observations that we’ve seen. You
know, a lot of strength in Europe and we’ve seen a great recovery in Asia, particularly from year-ago results. We’ve seen Japan
be soft and that’s not something unique to us. I’ve certainly heard that from a number of companies that sell into the carrier
business there that as the markets there prepare for their next generation network, it’s been lumpy for a lot of carrier providers in
Japan. I think, you know, the real specific issue is the US or specifically, North America, and that’s where I think we’re a little bit
light on our sales coverage, both in existing regions and also in areas where we just don’t have a presence. And that’s our focus in
the near-term from purely a sales perspective.

Subu Subrahmanyan:   Thank you.

Gordon Stitt:   Thank you, Subu.

Operator:   Thank you. Next question comes from Jiong Shao from Lehman Brothers. Please go ahead.

Jiong Shao:
  

Thanks. Hi. I have a clarification first and then three quick questions if I may. Bill, could you please repeat the regional revenue.
For some reason, they don’t add up. I’m missing like $1 million.

Bill Slakey:   Right. The difference that you’re missing in 10-K or 10-Q would be classified as other. It’s places like Mexico.

Jiong Shao:

  

Okay. Got it. That’s easy enough. Excellent. The first question is I think one of you provided an update a couple weeks ago. You
talked about pro- forma EPS if I remember correctly was break even. Now you are doing $0.03. Bill, could you just talk about
what went to your benefit as you finalized the numbers.

Bill Slakey:

  

Really a portion of each line item had a little bit coming out better than what we had hoped. The range that we had laid out, not
including stock compensation, was break-even to a profit of $0.02 and we are rounding to a profit of $0.03. It is literally a
difference of a few hundred thousand dollars on the profit line.

Jiong Shao:

  

Okay. Great. The second question I had was the BD12K. Could you just give a rough sort of range for the revenue contribution? I
know Gordon, you talked about ten customers, highlighting the particular customer in Germany. Could you just talk about some
of the primary deployment usages for this particular product?



Gordon Stitt:

  

Yes, let me touch on that. First of all, we began shipping the BlackDiamond 12K on March 23rd, so it was at the tail end of the
quarter. That was our target date to ship. We did have a number Beta sites and all of those Beta sites said that they will use the
platform and some immediately ordered and are counted in what we recognized as revenue. So, the number, given there was
literally a week or ten days to recognize, was modest but again the reaction from customers was very positive. All of these went
into carrier environments. Many of them targeted at an IPTV environment.

  

And again, looking at the technologies that we developed there in terms of subscriber management, in terms of content delivery
management, are really targeted at the residential market which is frankly a new area for us or for our product and our unique
ability to handle both residential and business customers on a single platform.

Jiong Shao:   Gordon, just to clarify. Are these products deployed in a way to aggregate the DSLAMs or the…?

Gordon Stitt:

  

I can’t answer specifically on the customers that we installed because I don’t know the answer to that. But I can tell you that this
product is a service-delivery point. And that is it is intended to sit behind a DSLAMs. It can work with residential networks as
well as a directly attached fiber-based business customer. So, as we deliver to a broad audience, I think you will see it in all those
configurations. I’m just not sure of the specifics of the first few sites.

Jiong Shao:

  

Okay, last question before I take off. Just quickly, on US softness? You’re talking about US is up 6 percent quarter-over-quarter.
That’s not bad in a season of a sort of a slower period in US but yet a step below your internal expectations. Could you just talk
about where you feel like you fell a little bit short vis-à-vis internal expectations?

Bill Slakey:

  

Well, as you say, we saw some evidence of the steps we could take on channel programs, some hiring on the sales team, some
marketing of the new products, all showed signs of the success in that we were up sequentially in a seasonally week period, albeit
off an easier comparison. In general, we had planned for those programs in aggregate to simply drive higher revenues. I think we
got off to a good start but now we’ll need to keep pushing that in order to get the US revenues back to an appropriate level.

Jiong Shao:   Okay. Thanks, guys.

Bill Slakey:   Thank you.

Operator:   Thank you. Next question comes from Tal Liani from Merrill Lynch. Please go ahead.



Stan Kovler:

  

Hi. Good afternoon. It’s actually Stan Kovler for Tal. I was just wondering if you could go over from a high level the trends you
are seeing in the carrier Ethernet space in light of some of the consolidation that is going on in the customer base for the
integrators that are servicing a lot of the service providers and generally speaking, how you intend to attack this vertical. Is it
through additional sales people, is it direct touch that you’re going after it and maybe a little bit more color on the differentiation
between the 12K and some of the offerings that Cisco is offering products specifically for this market and Foundry and a slew of
others. Just wondering if you could develop that story for us a little bit better.

Gordon Stitt:

  

Sure. So, in looking at the consolidation of both carriers and equipment providers, the Metro Ethernet business is based largely
outside of North America. You know, there are Metro Ethernet services in North America but they are really pseudo-Ethernet
services in a lot of cases where a carrier, an incumbent carrier, will run Ethernet over their Sonet network and deliver an Ethernet
interface out to the customer. The bulk of the pure Ethernet carriers are outside the US and that would be in Europe and Asia and
in Japan. So, from a geographic perspective, the consolidation of carriers is not having that level of impact because of it being
largely outside the US. Our targets are incumbent carriers in small to mid-sized countries and the alternative carriers in mid to
large markets. So, our market is fairly diverse. We do go outside the US. We go exclusively through channels and we use a direct
touch approach.

  

You asked on the products competitively particularly the 12K versus Cisco. The 12K is differentiated in its ability to deliver on a
broad range of services at very large scale. Hence, what we call multi-dimensional Ethernet. If we’re not the first, one of the first
very few to deliver what’s called MAC-in-MAC technology which is a Layer 2 Ethernet VPN. Provides dramatic scale,
particularly in the business network. I don’t believe either the companies that you mentioned, either Cisco or Foundry, have that
capability yet or are delivering that yet. The other capabilities are specifically the capability for subscriber management and the
bandwidth management at a reasonable scale. Frankly, Alcatel is the existing incumbent there and the leader. Cisco just
introduced some product but my understanding is that the list price of a blade for 6509 for a single blade is actually about
$90,000, making the blade more expensive than our entire platform. So, I think they have a very, very expensive solution and we
haven’t seen to what extent it can scale.

  

Foundry tends to be in a different part of the network and I’m not aware of them having any of the subscriber management
bandwidth capabilities or the content management capabilities. So, I hope that gives you a quick overview.

Stan Kovler:

  

Great thanks. And if I could just follow up with some quick housekeeping-related questions. As far as the product gross margin is
concerned, I noticed some provisions for inventory that were increased. Could you possibly quantify what the impact on product
gross margin was related to the obsolete inventory?



Bill Slakey:   Several hundred thousand dollars.

Stan Kovler:

  

Okay. And from looking at the R&D line, there is a significant drop-off this quarter in particular and just in light of the comments
that you are making growing the security business and developing additional features, I was just wondering if you could talk
about the evolution of that line going forward?

Bill Slakey:

  

Well, we’re not going to make specific projections as to what that’s going to be in dollar terms in any particular quarter. But,
generally speaking as I mentioned, our operating expenses in total right now are below the sort of range we’ve laid out as a target
so that might lead you to draw some conclusions. But we’re not going to make any specific projections on rates of change or
specific numbers.

Gordon Stitt:

  

Just one comment there. You know, there is some lumpiness – clearly the engineering budget is comprised of certainly a lot of
labor costs which is very predictable but there is also some project costs which tend to be lumpy and particularly when you look
at building ASICs, so that can cause some quarter to quarter fluctuations even though from our perspective it represents a
consistent level of investment.

Stan Kovler:   Great. Thank you.

Bill Slakey:   Thank you. Next question, please.

Operator:   Thanks. Next question comes from Jason Ader with Thomas Weisel Partners. Please go ahead.

Jason Ader:

  

Good afternoon, guys. Just wanted to ask you, Gordon, about some of the comments you made in the past about upgrade cycle in
the LAN really getting going. I think we had talked about second half of ’05 and you know, obviously the results so far haven’t
shown that that’s the case for Extreme. I’m just trying to get a sense of whether you have changed your tune there at all. You’re
less bullish on the sort of upgrade cycle, you know, six-year upgrade cycle after Y2K. Or you still think it’s there and you’ve just
haven’t executed.

Gordon Stitt:

  

I think it’s still there and I continually see examples of customers that we’ve won recently including this quarter where we are
going in and upgrading systems that were either pre-Y2K or right around that time frame. So, the cycle is definitely still out
there. We do see people holding on to gear longer than I would have expected and what we do see is what spurs them to have an
upgrade cycle is a new capability and the two there particularly, the voice-over IP which does require a network upgrade and also
security solutions, which can be a driver although a secondary driver of an upgrade.



  

And again, I think to give an accurate answer, you’d have to break it down by network size. Frankly, for a lot of small networks
at the very low end of our business, a lot of the early Y2K stuff is perfectly fine unless they’re going to use voice. In a larger
enterprise, because the needs have changed, those are a little more aggressive and upgrade.

Jason Ader:   So, as I think you started to say, you think it’s there but maybe it’s happened a little slower than you would have expected?

Gordon Stitt:   I’m sure it’s there and it has happened slower than we anticipated originally.

Jason Ader:

  

Okay. All right. And then, maybe we talked about North American and some of the issues there. But what has been, you know we
talked about some of the advancements you want to make in sales and obviously you’ve lost some sales people and you don’t
have the coverage. What has been the problem there? Why have you lost sales people? Why has the coverage not been what you
had hoped for? Is there a specific product issue? Is there a leadership issue? What has been the main problem in North America
that has caused the problems, because obviously in the other geographies, at least in Europe, you haven’t had any of these issues?

Gordon Stitt:

  

Yes, Europe has been very strong for us. You know, there are a lot of things certainly going on. One of the things that we’re doing
is the redesign of our channel program and as I mentioned that’s been positively received. It’s gotten a lot of good comments
from both new resellers and some old-timers that that’s a much better approach. We currently do not have a vice president in
place in North America. That’s a slot that we want to fill as soon as possible and I have to believe that that has an impact there in
not having that seat filled. So, we’re working hard to do that.

Jason Ader:

  

Okay, thanks. The last question for Bill, I think a lot of people are assuming that we take the real estate and then add it to the cash
just sort of conceptually, in terms of your net cash position, but I’m assuming you’re going to have some leasing or renting
expenses associated with moving into a new headquarters. So, how should we be thinking about that in terms of the cost of
selling the real estate?

Bill Slakey:

  

Sure, as far as it relates to the purchase price, there’ll certainly be some transaction costs, modest transaction costs, and some
move costs that will take a little bit off that from a cash standpoint. In terms of an income statement or operating expense
standpoint going forward, I think that it is possible that we can make this move into another campus and leave operating expenses
generally where they are now or if up only slightly and certainly not up enough to offset the benefits of having that much
incremental cash on the balance sheets.



Jason Ader:
  

So how does that work? Today, are you paying, you own the property? You’re not paying rent or leasing it obviously. So, why
would you not have additional costs?

Bill Slakey:

  

Yes, there’s a fair amount of depreciation that goes with owning this much land. It was originally purchased for $80 million. So
there’s some of that that’s going on and there is costs and upkeep and such that in a leasing situation are often passed on to the
landlord. Essentially, the economic logic of this transaction is that in the Santa Clara Valley right now, residential property is
selling at a premium and commercial space is widely available, so I think it’s a good time for us to arbitrage that and essentially
sell residential at the same time that commercial space is widely and inexpensively available.

Jason Ader:   Thanks a lot.

Bill Slakey:   Thank you.

Operator:   Thank you. Next question comes from William Becklean with Oppenheimer. Go ahead.

Priya Parasuraman:
  

Thanks, this is actually Priya Parasuraman for Bill. I was wondering were you also looking at adding additional reseller partners
in the US or are you looking in most of the revenue growth going forward coming from existing resellers?

Gordon Stitt:

  

Yes, the answer is yes in that we are signing up new resellers. We also are putting in much stricter rules for reseller certification.
So, what we’re doing is really rebalancing the reseller base. We’ll see some people that are not willing to make the investment
going forward. We see others that want to work with us because we are requiring an investment and because we are providing
tools.

  

So, I expect that our reseller base a year from now will be somewhat different that it is today. I’d also note just over the last year a
shift in terms of having more resellers that are from the voice business that are selling converged solutions, where two years ago,
most of our resellers are pure data sellers. Now, a lot of them are converged resellers. They sell voice solutions as well as data
solutions. I think that mix will continue for awhile.

Priya Parasuraman:
  

Okay. You talked last quarter about deal slippages and I was wondering have those still in the pipeline or have they been lost to
competitors?

Gordon Stitt:
  

Without naming specific deals, since we didn’t do that previously, there are some of those deals that I’m personally familiar with
that have come in



  

or I should say, that did come in during the quarter. There’s at least a couple that are still hanging out there. You know, a lot of
those are with the schools and universities where the funding source has been a little uncertain and the deal has been won, but the
district or university has not released the funds yet.

Priya Parasuraman:
  

Just one last one. In Japan, going forward, do you expect some increased competition to your 12K due to similar products from
Cisco or Foundry and how do you expect that to shape up for you?

Gordon Stitt:

  

I don’t expect that Foundry will provide this type of capability in the near term. Their approach has been very different and they
haven’t really been in the service delivery part of the network which is really where the volume is going to be. Also, in Japan,
their experience level isn’t what ours is.

Priya Parasuraman:   Thank you.

Bill Slakey:   Okay, why don’t we take one last question, please.

Operator:   Our last question comes from Manny Recarey with Kaufman Brothers. Please go ahead.

Manny Recarey:

  

Thanks for getting me in under the wire there. You had spoken about adding sales people, the ones that you add within the
territories start to contribute sooner than those outside the territory. So, it would be better to assume that your first focus would be
on adding within the territories as opposed to looking for new markets?

Gordon Stitt:
  

Yes, that would be a fair statement, Manny. But it would always be first and foremost would be to get the best people that we can,
but certainly we would prefer to have those in existing markets where we could build pipelines more quickly.

Manny Recarey:   Could you just talk a little bit about linearity in the quarter?

Bill Slakey:
  

Manny, this is Bill. Linearity was actually relative to the number we eventually ended up with, was actually a little better this
quarter than some others. You see that in our DSOs.

Manny Recarey:
  

Okay. And then one last question. The 10 gigabit market. I think that you had mentioned in the last quarter that it was over 5
percent of revenue. Did that grow sequentially? Is it still above 5 percent?

Bill Slakey:   Manny, I’m not sure we have that at our fingertips.

Manny Recarey:   Okay, I’ll follow up with you afterwards then.

Bill Slakey:   Okay great. Thanks so much. Operator, I think we’re concluded.



Operator:   Please continue with any closing comments you may have.

Bill Slakey:
  

No particular closing comments. Thank you everyone. And for those who plan on being at the Interop in Las Vegas, we look
forward to seeing you there.

Operator:

  

Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes today’s teleconference. If you would like to listen to a replay of today’s
conference, you may dial in at 303-590-3000 or 1-800-405-2236 followed by the access code of 11058294 and followed by the #
sign.

  Thank you again for your participation at today’s conference and at this time you may disconnect.

END


